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Procurement in Focus
The three most significant drivers of development value in the built-form sectors (social infrastructure, retail, commercial and residential) are:
•
•

Attractive leasing pre-commitments or pre-sales;
Competitive debt & equity funding/ financing arrangements; and
Procurement of a highly competitive delivery agreement with suitable contractor.

The first two tasks are typically managed by Asset Developers in concert with specialist advisors in marketing, sales, leasing and finance. These specialists, domain experts, advise the
Developer through all facets of the process and assist them to achieve best value.
The third driver, the procurement of competitive delivery agreements, is frequently managed
in-house or by external Project Managers who often have neither sector-specific nor marketwide expertise in the critical task of tailoring and implementing a robust Procurement Strategy.

It is this lack of experience and expertise in managing the Procurement Phase that too often
leads to sub-optimal outcomes for Asset Developers and significant value loss.
This risk is particularly evident in a heightened property market (as it is currently in NSW)
where the availability of quality contractors and sub-contractors is reduced, and their ability
and appetite for managing and taking risk is diminished.
With building project values now often exceeding $500M, it is essential to engage domain experts to prepare and implement comprehensive procurement strategies tailored to specific
projects.
This paper outlines some of the issues we have observed in procuring delivery of major building projects in the current NSW market and the unique risks that are contributing to a growing
number of sub-optimal contracting outcomes. It then provides a brief overview of a strategic
procurement planning process that, if applied by appropriately experienced specialists, can
minimize these risks and in turn, maximize project returns.
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Benchmark Thinking

•

Characteristics of the current building market in Sydney
Some characteristics of the current major project construction market in Sydney are:
1.

An unprecedented high level of building
work, on both a number and value basis,
currently committed and in the pipeline in
Sydney.
(Source: ABS – Building pipeline).

2.

Evidence of significant resource constraints and pricing pressures. This is true
of not only trade pricing but
also tendered allowances
for preliminaries and supervision, design fees, escalation and margins. Further
escalation is forecast into
2019.(Source: Rider Levett
Bucknall – Australian Capital Cities Tender Price Index).

3.

The Sydney non-residential contracting market is dominated by a small number
of major companies. There is arguably a duopoly of contractors demonstrably
capable of delivering commercial office projects in excess of $500M in Sydney.

4.

Evidence of Contractors seeking to secure larger, more demanding projects
than their experience/capabilities and balance sheets permit, resulting in poor
delivery outcomes and stretched financial and bonding capacities.
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Potential Risks for Asset Developers
In the current market, Asset Developers are faced with a multitude of factors impacting procurement. Many of the traditional processes and structures used for the procurement of contractors are proving ineffective. Decisions regarding procurement and
forms of contract are subject to the complex interplay between design development
and timing, buildability, planning consent timelines and cost planning advice. In addition, an Asset Developer’s appetite and skills for managing or novating design, undertaking site due diligence and seeking early contractor input varies widely. Often both
public and private Asset Developers do not have the necessary market-wide visibility
of the contracting market. Their knowledge and intuition is sometimes based on observations in one sector and anecdotal feedback from Cost Planners, Consultants and
Contractors. Very rarely do infrastructure Asset Developers commission detailed regional market reports to quantify contractor’s committed work-in-hand. Some of the
evolving factors that have become critical to understanding of the market and of specific contractors are:
•

Planning application and consent timeframes are growing.

•

While a lengthy design competition process creates improved architectural outcomes, it impacts commercial outcomes and procurement timing and provisions
for escalation.

•

Significant growth in activity in the Sydney CBD market means that Asset Developers must undertake detailed and protracted negotiations and coordination with
multiple agencies including RMS, TfNSW, Property NSW, Barangaroo Delivery
Authority, City of Sydney and a myriad of utility providers - all in parallel.

•

There is a large range of available procurement and contracting models and
these continue to evolve. A detailed understanding of all options available and
their inherent risk and benefit profiles is important.

•

Miscalculating a Contractor’s eagerness for taking and pricing risk can lead to
suboptimal selection of both the delivery model and procurement method, or to
receiving heavily qualified offers from Contractors.

•

Investors and Developers can under-appreciate the financial benefits of investing in early and extensive due diligence.

•

The protracted and uncertain planning approval process results in lower quality
design development and therefore reduced certainty in contractor pricing. Inhouse design management skills have migrated to Contractors, away from Asset
Developers and Project Managers.

•

There is a lack of sophistication or desire to undertake Market Sounding, interactively engaging with Contractors and heightening interest and competitive tension for upcoming projects.

•

Developers often miss the opportunity to showcase and market their whole development and investment pipeline and to thereby create interest and raise competitive tension in the contracting market.

Despite the impacts of the above range of issues faced by Developers, it is still rare
for these developers to incorporate risks, opportunities and influencers into a detailed
options and risk analysis of the wide range of procurement and contracting options.
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What process can help?
In the current NSW market, a carefully considered and well-structured approach to developing a
Procurement Strategy will improve the potential outcomes. Implementing a strategy effectively
has even greater importance, and can mean the difference between success and failure. As
most sophisticated Asset Developers of built-form infrastructure are aware, the basic tenets of a
good Procurement Strategy can be summarised by the below schematic (Source, APCC & Austroads – Building & Construction Procurement Guide 2014):
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In the current NSW market, a good procurement strategy needs to consider and adapt to numerous complex matters. Some factors that we’ve found significantly improved by independent
review and advice include:
•

Extent of due diligence and apportionment of risk

•

Process for Design Management, novation and timing of value engineering

•

Options for market sounding, raising market awareness and obtaining Contractor input

•

Appropriate commercial terms tailored to client, project and market appetite

•

Appropriate probity management

•

Forms of Contract and modifications to those standard forms

•

Techniques to heighten competitive tension

•

Detailed assessment of Contractor financial capacity, workload, resourcing and sectorspecific track-record

To ensure value for money in this important driver of development value, contractor procurement, it is appropriate that the preparation and implementation of the procurement strategy (or
at a minimum independent peer review) be carefully managed. The procurement process
should be undertaken in close consultation with an expert in the field of major contractor procurement across the whole industry, with market-wide visibility and sound commercial acumen.
This experience and expertise is not commonly available in-house or from generalist Project
Management consultancies.
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